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Motivations and aims of the research 

 

Nowadays, the high reliability, miniaturized electronics applications with high 

integrity (containing layer resistor and capacitor), ceramic or glass-ceramic substrates 

are often used because of better mechanical properties than the conventional plastic 

printing wiring board (PWB). The glass-ceramics (also known as Low Temperature Co-

fired Ceramics, briefly LTCC) substrate is a dominant one in this area compared to the 

high temperature co-fired pure ceramics. LTCC substrates are currently used in 

aerospace industry, power electronics, some medical applications (hearing aids, 

pacemakers), armaments industry, automotive industry (Anti-lock braking system, 

Electronic Stability Program) and certain telecommunication (wifi and bluetooth) 

devices. LTCC is often used in microsystems due to its excellent physical and chemical 

properties (e.g. chemical inactivity, hermecity, similar thermal coefficient to silicon, high 

temperature stability). In case of chemical and biosensors, it is an important issue to be 

able to obtain information from and handle the smallest possible sample, because often 

we have only very small amount of sample. Therefore, LTCC technology – which is 

suitable to realize 3 dimensional structures – is often utilized as the substrate for 

sensors and microfluidic devices, and also provides the opportunity to integrate the 

fluidic part and the electronics module into one unit. The major part of electronics is 

possible to be buried in the substrate using internal wiring, buried capacitors, inductors 

and resistors, which results in significant size reduction. Screen printing is the layer 

deposition technique to realize surface and buried passive components in LTCC 

technology, which is one of the easiest and but cheap solution. However, the properties 

of passive components are highly affected by the printing quality, so great attention 

should be paid to select the appropriate printing parameters and squeegee. 

The key step of realizing microfluidic components in LTCC is channel formation. 

Earlier the most important steps of the fluidic device’s production like lamination and 

co-firing were optimized empirically, however the physical-chemical background of 

these processes wasn’t investigated. The channel formed in the multilayer substrate is 

created by aligning together and laminating the layers containing the cut channel 

profiles. During lamination the pressure can cause sagging of the channel covering 

layers. To prevent this phenomenon the channel is filled with a so-called sacrificial 

volume material (SVM) before lamination. Afterwards the multilayer substrate is co-

fired – the organic materials evaporate and decompose from the glass-ceramic substrate 

and the glass matrix melts and slurs. This results in shrinkage and structure 

solidification of the substrate. Using sacrificial volume materials that can be co-fired is 

simpler, because it does not have to be removed before co-firing but the suggested 

heating profile has to be modified to let the SVM completely decompose without 

damaging the structure. 
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Based on reviewing the literature it was found out that the aforementioned 

phenomenon in the course of lamination, screen printing and co-firing were examined 

mostly empirically or using excessive simplifications. Therefore this research is 

concentrated on these technological steps of the process of LTCC based embedded 

structure production. 

Open issues of the research field 

One of the main problems of screen printing is the short lifecycle of the screen, which 

can be even shorter using poorly adjusted parameters. This technology is being 

optimized from the 1960’s. After the first empirical parameter optimization methods [1] 

mathematical models appeared [2, 3], but they didn’t take into consideration the 

flexibility of the screen nor the effect of the geometry. Researches have been made to 

improve the geometry of the squeegee, but the problem cannot be addressed without 

knowing the geometry of the screen. Another important process parameter of screen 

printing is the off-contact distance – choosing it appropriately the adhesion and 

overstrain of the screen can be avoided. 

The critical point of the technology of LTCC based embedded structures is 

lamination, where the laminating pressure is decreased compared to the prescribed one 

to avoid deformation [4, 5]. This way although it results in less channel sag, the 

probability of delamination between the layers is increasing. Applying adhesives 

between the layers can reduce delamination effects [6], but using this method gives rise 

to further problems e.g. if the adhesive isn’t applied evenly or doesn’t have the 

appropriate thickness. Furthermore the application is an additional technological step. 

In contrast using the conventional laminating pressure the channel covering layers are 

deformed [7]. To address this problem it is widely accepted to fill the channel with 

different sacrificial volume materials before lamination and examine the rate of sag, but 

so far the geometry of the channel wasn’t taken into consideration. Furthermore the 

channel sag was only examined using cross-sections and this way the delamination 

couldn’t be discovered for the whole substrate area. In the literature even nowadays 

trial-end-error optimization methods are being used for determining the technological 

parameters for realizing embedded channels with different geometries. To fully describe 

the lamination process the mechanical behavior of the substrate and the sacrificial 

volume material – in this case starch – is needed. Although LTCC is being used for about 

30 years, the raw glass-ceramic substrate wasn’t examined yet for mechanical stress. 

Many investigations were made to determine the physical parameters of starch because 

it is an important raw material of the chemical and the food industry as well. Several 

types of starch are commercially available, which have different grain structures thus 

different physical, chemical and mechanical properties. One of the most important raw 

materials of pharmaceutical production is starch, but only its volume change was 

examined due to pressure and die compaction [8-11]. These examinations are not 
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sufficient to determine the plasticity parameters of starch, which is necessary to 

describe the deformation during lamination. In case of granular materials additional 

mechanical parameters can be determined with the so-called Jenike shear test machine: 

cohesion and internal friction angle. To provide the yield criterion the amount of air 

contained by the loose structured starch has to be also known. 

Another important aspect of the technology is the adjustment of the co-firing heat 

profile. The choice of sacrificial volume material plays an important role here as well. 

Only materials that completely devolatilize during burnout and don’t react chemically 

with the raw glass-ceramic can be used. The gases evolving from the decomposing 

sacrificial volume material can damage the structure. Decreasing the tangent of the 

heating profile the quantity of evolving gases per time unit can be reduced. The evolving 

gas quantity of certain (carbon based) sacrificial volume material can be controlled by 

modifying the inert gas/oxygen ratio of the burnout atmosphere [8]. However when the 

LTCC substrate contains embedded channels, the decomposition properties of the 

sacrificial volume material have to be taken into consideration because the sudden 

evaporating portions of the material can damage the channel structure. Without using a 

kinetic model and verifying it the results for parameter optimization won’t be adequate. 

Aims and methods of the research 

Reviewing the open issues and main deficiencies of the discussed research areas, the 

following goals were set: 

• increase the life expectancy of the screen while keeping the printing quality the 
same; 

• optimize the geometry of the squeegee to reduce the stress in the screen; 

• develop a non-destructive inspection technology which gives full details about the 
laminate and the delamination of the structure, and based on this optimize the 

lamination parameters; 

• determine the mechanical parameters of LTCC and starch; 

• develop a model such that the appropriate sacrificial volume material (powder, solid 
material) can be chosen and the expected deformation can be determined given the 

channel geometry; 

• optimize the heating profile adjustment based on the thermal analysis of the 
sacrificial volume material. 
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New scientific results 

Thesis Group 1: the effect of the squeegee to the arising tension in the screen and 

the compensation of reduced screen tension by the modification of the off-contact 

distance. 

Thesis I: using finite element strength analysis and measuring the deformation of 

the stainless steel screen with direct emulsion mask due to load I showed that by 

optimizing the shape of the squeegee the arising tension in the screen can be 

reduced to 50%. 

For the analysis finite element model was realized, and the elastic parameters were 

determined using the modified Voigt expression. The screen tension was given as an x 

and y displacement, which corresponds to line stress of the pre-stress condition. The 

deformation of the screen was modeled for different loads (40-80 N) at 11 different 

positions and the results were verified by measurements. For the experiment an 

individual measurement setup was made, which is suitable to examine the deformation 

of the screen for different loads. This was followed by adopting the typical contact 

distance in the model and the stress distribution was calculated. Due to the conventional 

shape of the squeegee the stress concentrates around the edges. With the appropriate 

squeegee round off the stress in the screen could be significantly reduced (to half), so 

the life expectancy is increased. 

Related publications with Thesis I: L1, L2, L7 

Thesis II: in order to maintain the printing quality of the stainless steel screen 

with direct emulsion mask I have define the relationship between the screen 

tension and the contact distance for the screen tensions of 2-3 N/mm. 

In the course of screen printing right after the squeegee passes on, the screen and the 

substrate separate overcoming the adhesion between the paste and the screen. The 

tension of the screen is decreasing due to the repeated screen printing, so the restoring 

force setting the screen into its original position is reduced. As a result, the printing 

becomes blurred, which can be corrected by increasing the contact distance. In the finite 

element model the contact distance between the screen and the substrate was 

determined for reduced screen tensions in order to reach constant restoring force. My 

model specifies the correct distance between the screen and the substrate for different 

screen tensions to eliminate smearing effects. 

Related publications with Thesis II: L1, L2, L7 
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Thesis Group 2: non-destructive testing method supplemented with image 

processing for optimizing the lamination parameters of LTCC substrate containing 

embedded channel. 

Thesis III/a: I have established a new testing methodology with the concept of 

delamination rate (the ratio of the delaminated and the substrate area) to 

optimize the lamination parameters, which can be used to quantitatively qualify 

the degree of delamination and the method is proved by tests as well. 

I have developed an acoustic microscopy based non-destructive test method 

supplemented with image processing technique to evaluate the lamination process of 

LTCC substrate containing buried fluidic channel. The image processing algorithm was 

implemented in Matlab. I have introduced the concept of delamination rate, which is the 

ratio of the delaminated and the substrate area. Evaluating the microscopic images by 

this algorithm and determining the delamination rate the degree of delamination can be 

quantitatively qualified. 

Related publications with Thesis III/a: L3 

Thesis III/b: using the calculation method of delamination rate the delamination 

can be apparently avoided in the test range (temperature: 40-70 °C, pressure 10-

20 MPa, time: 5-15 minutes) using the lamination pressure of 20 MPa and a 5 

minutes lamination time. 

The testing method formulated in thesis III/a was applied for non-destructive 

quantitative qualification of lamination process of LTCC substrate containing buried 

fluidic channel. Using this method it was proven that the quality of the lamination 

depends on the applied pressure, but the lamination time does not affect significantly 

the global delaminated area. Taking into account the previous findings the lamination 

parameters of LTCC substrate containing buried structure were determined. 

Related publications with Thesis III/b: L3, L8 

Thesis IV: a finite element model was created to determine the maximum value of 

channel sag for channels with higher than 1:10 (width:length) ratio, and using this 

value as a threshold the appropriate type (solid or powder) of sacrificial volume 

material to be applied can be selected. 
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A finite element mechanical model was developed to describe the geometrical distortion 

of the SVM filled fluidic channel in LTCC substrate due to lamination process. The 

required material parameters of LTCC and starch (sacrificial volume material) were 

determined by compressive tests and shear box measurements. The stress-strain 

relationship of starch is nonlinear, the amount of strain is dependent of the hydrostatic 

stress. The plastic deformation of starch was described by the Drucker-Prager model. 

The stress-strain function of LTCC determined by the measurements was added to the 

finite element model, Von Mises plasticity criteria and isotropic hardening model were 

applied. Based on this model the features of the optimal sacrificial volume material used 

in LTCC containing embedded channel were determined considering the width of the 

channel and the applicability of the sacrificial volume material. The model was validated 

by experiments. 

Related publications with Thesis IV: L4, L5, R1 

Thesis V: theoretical model was made to describe the decomposition of starch 

used as SVM in LTCC substrate containing embedded channel, in order to 

determine the length and rate of deceleration period to be inserted into the 

heating profile of LTCC structure to restrict the intensity of gas evaporation to 

avoid channel damage, and the applicability of the modified thermal profile was 

proven up to 45 mm channel length. 

According to the model the decomposition of starch and pressure generation occurs 

together. Evaluating the measurement results of thermal analysis it was determined that 

starch corresponds to the Arrhenius-type degradation process. The decomposition of 

the material showed consecutive characteristics, so the solution of differential equations 

was given using numerical method (Rosenbrock method). For the evaluation the method 

of least squares was used, which determined the kinetic parameters of starch, and then 

the results of the calculation were compared to the measurement results. Using the 

model I gave the length and slope of the deceleration phase, which has to be inserted 

into the heating profile of the LTCC. The new settings have limited the intensity of gas 

releasing, but have not unnecessarily slowed down the process and using the new 

profile the samples were not damaged due to the lower pressure. 

Related publications with Thesis V: L6, L8, K1 
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The application of my results 

 

In my Ph.D dissertation I have illustrated the application of my results with several 

examples. In this section I will summarize these.  

In thesis group 1 (thesis I and II) the problems of screen printing (which is the 

applied layer deposition process in LTCC technology) are researched and it was 

suggested to modify the shape of the squeegee and change the off-contact distance to 

compensate for the screen tension reduction. The results discussed in the dissertation is 

being applied by Robert Bosch Gmbh. automotive electronics production company. 

Applying the results of thesis group 2 (thesis III/a and III/b) the quality of 

lamination can be qualified quantitatively regardless of the lamination technology. 

Furthermore with the introduced non-destructive inspection method I verified that the 

bonding between the laminated LTCC layers has little lamination time dependence but 

significant lamination pressure dependence. Thus selecting the appropriate lamination 

pressure delamination can be avoided without the distortion of the geometric 

dimensions. 

Applying the results of thesis IV the deformation of the channel geometry can be 

determined considering the deformation of the sacrificial volume material. Using the 

calculated distortion for channels with different widths and taking into consideration 

the applicability of the sacrificial volume materials I made a suggestion for choosing the 

appropriate type (powder or solid material) of sacrificial volume material. 

In thesis V I used thermal analysis methods to inspect the decomposition of starch. 

Applying the appropriate mathematical model I partitioned the measured DTG curves 

into the partial DTG curves of a consecutive decomposition. The kinetic behavior of the 

material was investigated thoroughly and the applicability of the model was validated. 

Based on this I modified the applied heating profile used for LTCC sintering by inserting 

a deceleration phase to limit the decomposition of starch. Thus the most intensive gas 

releasing phase can be extended without unnecessarily slowing down the other parts of 

the heating profile. 
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Reviewed journal articles:  
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